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ACUSTEK SURVEILLANCE 
AUDIO RECORDING AND TRANSMISSION 

   

 TECHNOLOGY The generation of microwave signals in the Non Linear Junction Detector, when in 
contact with transistors, diodes or chips re-emits certain higher frequencies, the re-emitted signal is 
received on the antenna and processed showing the 2nd and 3rd harmonics on LED indicators & ear-
phones.   

 CONTINIOUS (CW) MODE Allows distinguishing active eavesdropping devices such as transmitters, 
radio, microphone amplifiers from corroded metal contacts, making it a powerful tool in the identifi-
cation of the type of non-linear device.   

 RESOLUTION The resolution of each LED indicator is 3dB and the received signal can also be heard 
with the accompanying earphones. 

 TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY TUNING Allows selecting the best frequencies (not interfering with 
GSM range) allowing the unit to work in a concentrated environment.   

 ADJUSTABLE The ACU-LUX Non Linear Junction Detector’s emitting power can be adjusted as well 
as the receivers sensitivity.  

 CAPABILITY The ACU-LUX operates in pulse mode with a power of 
emitter up-to 4 watts per pulse, this allows for higher (-120 dBm/-
150dBW) sensitivity of the receivers. This is achieved by optimizing 
the parameters of the signal in conjunction with a superior antenna 
system. 

 UNIQUE DESIGN  Ergonomic one piece construction and light 
(1.3kg including battery) with extendable/retractable poll inside the 
handle, as well the ACU-LUX’s innovative screw-in battery extends the 
handle further.  

 USAGE PARAMETERS Operation speed, product safety, ergonomics, battery and continuous usage 
time (not less than 5 hours), the ACU-LUX exceeds all currently available Non Linear Junction Detec-
tors.  

  FEATURES 

COUNTERMEASURES SURVEILLANCE FORENSIC 

ACU-LUX 
Professional Non-Linear 
Junction Detector   

ACU-LUX is designed to detect covert electronic devices containing semi-conductor components. 
The device allows inspection of walls, room, furniture and office environment, vehicles and body for 
the detection of covert surveillance devices, such as radio microphones, microphone amplifiers, tape 
and digital recorders etc. in active or switched-off states. 
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 ACU-LUX TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 DELIVERY SET 

 1 x ACU-LUX Detector 
 1 x Detachable screw-in re-chargeable battery with exter-

nal charger 
 1 x Stereo headphones with Volume Control 
 2 x Non Linear Junction imitations for tuning 
 1 x 220V/50Hz Mains Charging unit 
 Instruction manual 
 Carry case 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  


